To: Prime Minister, Boris Johnson  
Priti Patel, Secretary of State for the Home Department  
Alok Sharma, Secretary of State for Department for Business, Energy, and Industrial Strategy  
cc: Peter Soulsby, Mayor of Leicester City Council

15th July 2020

Ref: Urgent Action Needed for Leicester Garment Workers and Recommendations for Terms of Reference of the Leicester Garment Cross Government Task Force

The past decade has seen numerous reports detailing abusive working conditions in Leicester garment factories, and other factories both in the UK and internationally. The situation was also investigated during the 2019 Environmental Audit Committee investigation into Fast Fashion and most recently, concerns were raised in Parliament in January 2020 (see Annex 1: Evidence). The recent report by Labour Behind the Label into alleged abuses within the garment industry in Leicester has since led to a series of further exposés, including furlough fraud, modern slavery, abusive working conditions, breaches of Covid-19 guidelines, as well as widespread wage theft and the exploitation of vulnerable workers.

We welcome this Government’s steps to address the working conditions of the UK’s most vulnerable workers including the Modern Slavery Act, the Taylor review on modern working practices, and the creation of a single enforcement Body. It is clear; however, that much more effective and pro-active action needs to be taken. Action is needed both to ensure all workers in the Leicester garment industry are protected by labour and health and safety laws and in curbing the abusive, potentially illegal purchasing practices by clothing retailers and brands which have contributed to this situation.

While we welcome the announcement of the establishment of a cross government task force to investigate ‘on the ground’ in Leicester, it is crucial that the underlying drivers of abuse are identified so long-term solutions can be developed.
We, the undersigned, ask the Government to take the following urgent steps:

1. Protect all workers in the Leicester garment industry and ensure that remedy, including payment of unpaid wages and so on, is provided to those who have been the victims of non-payment or underpayment of wages and benefits (wage theft), furlough fraud, unsafe environments, and modern slavery.

2. Ensure that the cross government task force investigates the situation of workers in factories in Leicester and examines the underlying causes. We recommend that the terms of reference for the task force includes the following questions:

   a. What are the drivers perpetuating the illegal working conditions in the garment industry in Leicester and other cities with garment manufacturing in the UK?

   b. What challenges have held the government back from taking effective action when the issues have been discussed in the public domain for many years?

   c. What are the solutions, including legislation, and what are the coordinated roles needed by all relevant authorities – including those regarding enforcement, remediation, and oversight?

Such an investigation by the task force must include consultation with local and national stakeholders (including workers, community groups, unions) to ensure that their expertise and experiences are heard and can shape solutions.

The task force should report to Parliament with an interim report and a final report.

We look forward to working with you to address these very serious challenges to a thriving, creative sustainable and successful fashion manufacture sector in the UK, which we all want to see.

Yours sincerely,

Dominique Muller, Policy Director, Labour Behind the Label
Jasmine O’Connor OBE, CEO, Anti-Slavery International
Thulsi Narayanasamy, Senior Labour Rights Researcher, Business & Human Rights Resource Centre
Mark Dearn, Director, CORE Coalition
Meena Varma, Director, Dalit Solidarity Network UK
Ruth Strange, Ethical Consumer
Lucila Granada, CEO, Focus on Labour Exploitation

*cont’d*
Joanna Ewart-James, Executive Director, Freedom United
Dorothy Grace Guerrero, Head of Policy and Advocacy, Global Justice Now
Lucy Brill, HomeWorkers Worldwide
Minnie Rahman, Public Affairs and Campaigns Manager, Joint Council for the Welfare of Immigrants
Rachel Wilshaw, Ethical Trade Manager, Oxfam GB
Martin Buttle, Head of Good Work, ShareAction
Remi Edwards, Researcher, Sheffield Political Economy Research Institute, The University of Sheffield
Fiona Gooch, Senior Policy Advisor, Traidcraft Exchange
Lee Barron, Regional Secretary, Trades Union Congress Midlands
Owen Espley, Senior Economic Justice Campaigner, War on Want
Annex: Evidence

1. 2015, University of Leicester: “A New Industry on a Skewed Playing Field: Supply Chain Relations and Working Conditions in UK Garment Manufacturing, with a case study on Leicester.” https://www2.le.ac.uk/offices/press/for-journalists/media-resources/Leicester%20Report%20-%20Final%20-to%20publish.pdf/


5. 2018, FT: ““Dark Factories: Labour Exploitation in UK garment industry” https://www.ft.com/content/e427327e-5892-11e8-b8b2-d6ceb45fa9d0


Other UK towns where workers are at risk of exploitation:


---

Labour Behind the Label is an NGO which supports garment workers worldwide in defending their rights.
Labour Behind the Label is a workers’ co-operative and not-for-profit company registered in England, no. 04173634
The Labour Behind the Label Trust is a charity for tax purposes, HMRC ref. EW0230